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Abstract
Three different Bianchi type-I cosmological models as related to perfect fluid, with
quintessence and with Chaplygin gas, in bimetric theory of gravitation have been deduced.
The perfect fluid model has hyperbolic geometry and all its physical parameters are also
hyperbolic in nature and therefore they have been studied from hyperbolic geometric view
point. All these models are isotropize and shear-less. Other geometrical and physical
behaviors of the models have also been studied. The hyperbolic geometric view point of the
models will be helpful to the people who use observational data to search for such type of
geometry.
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1. Introduction
General Relativity (GR) is modified by incorporating dark effects in two ways. The first
category is that in which some exotic matter components are added in the energy-momentum
tensor part of the action like the cosmological constant or quintessence field etc., while the
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second category is such that the whole gravitational action of GR is modified by including
some dark energy source terms like extra order quantities of the Ricci scalar, such as
𝑓(𝑅), 𝑓(𝑅, 𝑇), 𝑓(𝐺) gravity etc. In 𝑓(𝑅) gravity, there have been several interesting dark
energy as well as dark matter models that can be used to explore cosmological models. For
example, quadratic Ricci corrections can be used to discuss dynamics of inflationary universe
(Sharif and Yousaf (2014)), inverse Ricci scalar invariant corrections may be used to discuss
late time cosmic acceleration; see, for instance (Sharif and Yousaf (2014)). There is a cubic
three parametric 𝑓(𝑅) corrections (Sharif and Yousaf (2015)), whose results are viable with
lambda CDM model. It is interesting to notice that polynomial 𝑓(𝑅) model can also be used
to discuss inflationary universe (Sharif and Yousaf (2014)). The late time acceleration as well
as inflationary universe can be well discussed through generalized CDTT model (Sharif and
Yousaf (2014)).
Several theories of gravitation have been proposed as alternative to Einstein’s theory of
gravitation in order to explain the cosmic acceleration and existence of dark energy and dark
matter in the universe. One among them is Rosen’s bimetric theory of gravitation. The latest
discovery of modern cosmology is that the current universe is expanding and accelerating.
The data base like Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) and such as Type Ia
supernova (SNe Ia) [Riess (2004), Eisenstein (2005), Astier (2006), Spergel (2007)] and
Plank results shown in [Ade et al. (2014)] indicate that the universe contain 4.9% ordinary
baryonic matter, 26.8% dark matter and 68.3% dark energy. The dark matter is an unknown
form of matter which has clustering properties of ordinary matter and has not yet been
detected. The dark energy is the term that represents an unknown form of energy which has
not also been detected. Observations like the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropic Probe
(WMAP) [Bennet (2003), Spergel (2003)], Sloan Digital Sky survey (SDSS) [Tegmark
(2004), Seljak (2005), Adelman-MaCarthy (2006)] have proved that our universe is
undergoing in accelerating expansion. The various forms of dark energy such as quintessence
[Ratra (1988), Wetterich (1988), Liddle (1998) and Zlatev (1999)] and phantom field (scalar
field with negative sign of kinetic term [Caldwell (2002, 2003), Nojiri (2003), Onemli (2004)
and Setare (2008)] and also the combination of quintessence have been studied in a unified
model [Feng (2005), Guo (2005), Li (2005), Feng (2003), Zhao (2006), Setare (2008),
Sadeghi (2008) and Setare (2008a, 2008b, 2009)].
The equation of state parameter  (t ) has an important role in dark energy models. The
constant values of   1, 0,  1 / 3 and  1 represent vacuum fluid, dust, radiation and stiff
dominated universe. The variable  (t ) of time or red shift is considered and the quintessence
model,   1 (explanation of observations of accelerating universe) involving scalar field
and phantom model   1 (expansion of universe increases to infinite degree in finite time)
give rise to time dependent parameter  (t ) [Jimenez (2003), Das (2005) and Turner (1997)].
Various forms of parameter  (t ) have been used for dark energy models and a binary
mixture of perfect fluid and dark energy have been considered by many researchers [Caldwell
(1998), Liddle (1998), Steinhardt (1999), Rahaman (2006, 2009), Mukhopadhyay (2008),
Ray (2011), Akarsu (201a, 2010b), Yadav (2011a, 2011b), Pradhan (2011a, 2011b, 20111c,
2011d, 2011e), Sharif (2010a, 2010b), Akarsu (2010c), Saha (2005, 2006) and Singh (2009)]
to investigate the cosmological models of the universe and deduce the different geometrical
and physical aspects of the models.
Rosen’s (1973, 1975) bimetric theory of gravitation is one of the alternatives to general
relativity and it is free from singularities appearing in the big-bang of cosmological models
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and it obeys the principle of covariance and equivalence of the general relativity. Therefore,
the people are interested in investigating the cosmological models of the universe in bimetric
theory of gravitation based on two matrices; one is Riemannian metric which described the
geometry of curved space time, and the second is flat metric which refers to the geometry of
the empty universe (no matter but gravitation is there) and described the initial forces.
The Rosen’s field equations in bimetric theory of gravitation are

Nij 

1
N  i j   Ti j ,
2

(1)

where

Ni j 





1 

g sj g si  | ,
2

N  g ij Nij is the Rosen scalar. The vertical bar ( | ) stands for   covariant differentiation
where g  det ( gij ) and   det ( ij ) . Many researchers have developed the theory and
investigated many cosmological models of the universe in bimetric theory of gravitation and
in general relativity, and studied their behavior geometrically and physically [Karade (1980),
Israelit (1981), Reddy et al. (1989, 1998), Mohanty et al. (2002), Bali (2003a, 2003b, 2005,
2006, 2007), Katore (2006), Khadekar (2007), Borkar (2010a, 2013, 2014a, 2014b), Gaikwad
(2011)]. Athough the non – existence of Bianchi types I, III, V and VI0 cosmological models
with perfect fluid in the Rosen’s bimetric theory of gravitation have been shown by Reddy et
al. (1989, 1998), Mohanty et al. (2002) and Borkar et al. (2010b) have deduced the existence
of Bianchi type I magnetized cosmological model in Bimetric theory of gravitation and
studied its geometrical and physical properties. We plan to extend the work with the
combination of dark energy candidates namely quintessence and Chaplygin gas in our work
in this article. It is realized that the model with perfect fluid with the combination of
quintessence and Chaplygin gas dark energy exist and have the geometrical and physical
significance due to the presence of dark energy candidates.
Three different Bianchi type I cosmological models corresponding to perfect fluid, with
quintessence and with Chaplygin gas, in Bimetric theory of gravitation have been deduced.
The perfect fluid model has hyperbolic geometry and all its physical parameters are also
hyperbolic in nature and therefore they have been studied from a hyperbolic geometric view
point. The dark energy quintessence model, for  q  1 / 3 is contracting in nature and for

q  1, the model is expanding. The Chaplygin gas model has volumetric power law
expansion. All these models are isotropize and shear-less. Other geometrical and physical
behaviors of the model have been studied. The hyperbolic geometric view point of the
models will be helpful to the people of observational data to search such type of geometry.

2. Solutions of Rosen’s field equations
We consider the Bianchi Type I metric [Borkar et al. (2010b)] in the form

ds 2   dt 2  A2 dx 2  B 2 dy 2  C 2 dz 2 ,
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where A , B and C are functions of t only.
The flat metric corresponding to metric (2) is

d 2   dt 2  dx 2  dy 2  dz 2 .

(3)

The energy momentum tensor Ti j of the source (Sharif et al. (2013)) is given by
Ti j  (   p)vi v j  p i j ,

(4)

vi v j  1 .

(5)

with

Here,  and p are the energy density and pressure of perfect fluid, respectively and v i is the
flow vector. The quantity  is the scalar of expansion which is given by

  v i| i .

(6)

We assume the coordinates to be co-moving, so that

v1  v 2  v 3  0,

v 4   1.

Equation (4) of energy momentum tensor yield

T11  T22  T33  p

T44   .

and

(7)

The pressure p and the density  are related by an equation of state p    , 0    1 .
The Rosen’s field Equations (1) for the metric (2) and (3) with the help of (7) give the
differential equations



A
A





B
C
A 2


B
C
A2



B 2
B2



C 2
C2

  16  A B C p,

(8)


A
A





B
C
A 2


B
C
A2



B 2

B2

C 2
C2

  16  A B C p,

(9)


A
A




B

B


C
A 2

C
A2




A
A





B
C

B
C



A 2
A2



B 2
B2
B 2
B2





C 2
C2
C 2
C2

  16  A B C p,



16  A B C .

(10)

(11)

From Equations (8) – (10), we write
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A  B  C.

(12)

Also, from Equations (8) and (11), we get

A 2
A2




A
A

  8 A B C ( p   ) .

(13)

The volume V is a function of t and it is

V  ABC .

(14)

From Equation (12), we write

V  A3 ,

1

i.e.,

A  B  C  V 3.

(15)

From Equations (13) - (15), we get

V
V 2

 24 V ( p   ).
V
V2

(16)

We plan to study three different models related to perfect fluid, with quintessence and
Chaplygin gas dark energy.

3. The perfect fluid model with physical significance
The conservation law for the energy-momentum tensor from Equation (4), we write

  

V
( p  ) .
V

(17)

The perfect fluid obeys the equation of state

pPF    PF , 0    1.

(18)

1 
Here,   0 (Dust Universe),   1 / 3 (Radiation Universe),    , 1 (Hard Universe)
3 
and   1 (Zel’dovich Universe or stiff matter).
In a co-moving coordinate, the conservation law of energy momentum tensor (17), for the
perfect fluid and dark energy is

 DE   PF  

V
 DE   PF  pDE  pPF  ,
V
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from which we have

 DE 

V
(  DE  pDE ) 
V

0,

(20)

 PF 

V
(  PF  pPF )  0 .
V

(21)

and

From Equations (18) and (21), we write

c1

 PF 

V

(1 )

 c1

pPF 

,

V (1 )

,

(22)

where c1 is an integration constant.
Using Equation (22), Equation (16) infers

(1   )
V   c2V 2  48 
c1V 2   ,

(23)



where c2 is a constant of integration.
This Equation (23) has a solution
dV


c2V

2

 t  t0 ,


1
 48  1 
 c1V 2  



(24)

where t 0 is constant of integration and is taken to be zero. So
dV


c2V 2


1
 48  1 
 c1V 2  



 t .

We study the model in view of the values of



(25)

.

Case (i) For   0 , the integral Equation (25) has a singularity in dust regime. The model
does not predict or does not allow a phase in which the universe is dominated by dust.
Case (ii) For   1 / 3 , the solution of integral Equation (25) is

V 

c

3





6

c2 cosh c2 6 t ,
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where c 2 and c3 are positive constants. For proper choice (c3 / c2 )  1 and ( c2 / 6)  
(constant), we have

V  (cosh  t ) 6 ,

(27)

and the scale factors A, B and C, (from Equation (15)) have the values

A  B  C  cosh ( t ) .
2

(28)

The line element (2) becomes
ds 2   dt 2  ( cosh ( t )) 4 (dx 2  dy 2  dz 2 ) .

(29)

This is Bianchi type I perfect fluid cosmological model in the absence of dark energy in
Bimetric theory of gravitation.
It is to be noted that this model has hyperbolic geometry. At t  0, V  A  B  C  1 and
they are hyperbolically increasing in nature with increasing time t and attain infinite values,
as t  . This shows that the model starts with nonzero volume and the volume and scale
factors are hyperbolically increasing with increase in time t and they go over to infinity at a
later stage.

Figure 1. V vs t
This hyperbolic geometrical view point of the model will definitely be a benefit to the
mathematical and physical community and the people of observational data to search such
type of geometry. Recently, Ungar (2009) observed the hyperbolic geometry view point of
Einstein’s special relativity.
The energy density  PF and the isotropic pressure pPF of the perfect fluid model are

 PF  3 pPF c1 /(cosh(  t )) 4 / 3 .

(30)

The physical quantities like scalar expansion  , anisotropic parameter A, the shear scalar 
and the deceleration parameter q have been calculated as
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6  tanh ( t ) ,

(31)

A    0,



(32)



q   1 / 2 (sinh ( t ))2  1 .

Figure 2.  PF vs t

(33)

Figure 3. p PF vs t

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the nature of density and pressure (in similar nature) of the
perfect fluid model. At t  0, pressure and density attain the maximum value and they are
decreasing very fast as t is increasing, and approaches zero value for 4.5(appro.)  t  .
This shows that this radiating universe has very high density and pressure in the beginning
and its density and pressure go on decreasing and attain zero value for t  4.5 i.e., this
radiating universe has the matter for some interval of time 0  t  4.5 (appro.) and the model
admit the vacuum case forever for t  4.5.

Figure 4.  vs t

Figure 5. q vs t

The graph of scalar expansion  is hyperbolic tangential. At t  0,   0 and it is increasing
hyperbolic tangentially and attains the finite value when t  . This shows that the model
begins with zero expansion and the expansion goes on increasing hyperbolic tangentially and
it is finite at a later stage (as shown in Figure 4).
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It is well known that the universe underwent an accelerating expansion right after the bigbang (Inflation Era) and at high red shifts (Dark Energy Era). The universe must decelerate
(q>0) when radiation dominates its dynamics. Figure 5 reflects quite unpleasant nature of
deceleration parameter q which has more negative value in the beginning which shows that
the model starts with highly accelerating phase and acceleration is slowing down
continuously. We are putting this argument on the basis of our mathematical results and this
argument may be unpleasant since nobody knows the secret of the nature and the wonder of
the physics of the universe.
Case (iii) For   1, Equation (25) has a solution

V   (cosh( c2 t )  1) ,

(34)

where  is positive constant.
From Equations (15), we write

A  B  C  ( (cosh c2 t  1))1 3 .

(35)

The required line element (2) is

ds 2  dt 2  ( (cosh c2 t  1))2 3 (dx 2  dy 2  dz 2 ).

(36)

This is the Bianchi type I cosmological model with perfect fluid (stiff matter) in biometric
theory of gravitation. This Zeldovich universe has volumetric hyperbolic expansion (as
shown in Figure 6 similar to that of the radiating universe case (ii). The scale factors also
have similar behavior as case (ii). The model starts with nonzero volume and volume
increases in hyperbolic cosine nature and has infinite values at the final stage.

Figure 6. V vs t
The energy density  PF and the pressure pPF of the perfect fluid (stiff matter) are

 PF  p PF  c1 /  2 (cosh( c2 t )  1) 2 .

(37)

The physical parameters are
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6  sinh( c2 t )



(cosh( c2 t )  1)
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,

(38)

A    0,

q 



3
cos h ( c2 t )  1

(39)

 1.

(40)

In this perfect fluid Zel’dovich universe, it is observed that all the physical parameters
 PF , pPF ,  and decelerating parameter q behave in similar nature as that of case (ii) of
radiating universe and having the nature of hyperbolic functions as explained earlier in case
(ii) and there is no new contribution regarding the geometrical and physical behavior of these
parameters, whose graphs are shown below.

Figure 7.  PF vs t

Figure 9.  vs t

Figure 8. p PF vs t

Figure 10. q vs t

It is important to say that in these perfect fluid models (29) and (36) corresponding to
radiating universe and Zel’dovich universe, the geometry and all the physical parameters of
the models behave hyperbolically in nature, since hyperbolic geometric functions are present
in it. Therefore, the geometrical and physical properties of the models with physical
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parameters have been studied from hyperbolic geometric view point. This is the remarkable
point observed in the geometry of the model that the model has hyperbolic geometry and it is
helpful to the people of observational data to search such type of universe.

4. Model with dark energy
We plan to consider two sources of dark energy viz. Quintessence and Chaplygin gas in our
discussion in this literature. These two sources of dark energy have their own physical
significance. Quintessence dark energy candidate, corresponding to equation of state
q ,  1  q  0 , causes the accelerating expansion of the universe, as observed by
observation data and the Chaplygin gas can be introduced just to solve the cumbersome set of
equations and not for a source of dark energy (Sharif and Yousaf (2014)).
4.1 Quintessence model
Let us consider the model of dark energy in which the dark energy is given by quintessence
which obeys the equation of state

pq   q  q ,

 1  q  0

(41)

in which  q is equation of state parameter that corresponds to quintessence model.
From conservation law of energy momentum tensor Equation (19) and the above condition
(41), we have

q 
where

c4

c4

V (1  q )

pq 

,

 q c4
V (1  q )

,

(42)

is the constant of integration.

In this model, the differential Equation (16) along with the density  q and pressure pq given
by Equation (42) can be written in the form of integral equation as



dV
c5V 2  48 c4 (1  1 q ) V 2  q

 t  c6 ,

(43)

where c5 and c6 are constants of integration. For c6  0, we write



dV
c5V 2  48 c4 (1  1 q )V 2  q

 t.

(44)

We discuss the solution with the cases of q  0,  1 / 3 and  1.
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Case (iv) For  q  0, the integral Equation (44) has no solution and hence the model is
meaningless.
Case (v) For q   1 / 3, the integral Equation (44) has a solution
V 

1
,
(sinh(mt  n)) 6

(45)

where m and n are nonzero positive constants.
From Equation (15) and (44), we have

ABC V

1

3



1
.
(sinh(mt  n)) 2

(46)

Thus, the required metric is
ds 2  dt 2 

1
(dx 2  dy 2  dz 2 ) .
4
(sinh(mt  n))

(47)

This is Bianchi type I cosmological model with quintessence dark energy in Bimetric theory
of gravitation for q  1 / 3, which represents dark energy star.
This model has hyperbolic geometry and its volume V and the scale factor A, B and C are
the inverse of hyperbolic sine functions. From the Figure 11, it is observed that, at t  0, the
volume of the model attains maximum value and it is gradually decreasing as t increases and
approaches to zero value, when t  . This shows that the model starts with maximum
volume and the volume slows down and approaches zero at a later stage.

Figure 11. V vs t
The energy density  q and pressure pq , corresponding to quintessence model are

q   3 pq  c4 (sinh(mt  n))4 .
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Figure 12.  q vs t

Figure 13. p q vs t

The nature of density  q follows the graph of hyperbolic sine function. At t  0, the density
attains the nonzero positive value and goes on increasing as time, t increases, and reaches
infinity when t   as shown in Figure 12. This shows that in the beginning the model has
matter and the density of the matter goes on increasing with time, t and it is infinity at a later
stage. It is shown in Figure 13 that the nature of the pressure pq in the model is negative and
decreasing in nature and tends to minus infinity at a later stage.
The physical parameters  , A, and q are given by

   6m coth( mt  n ) ,

(49)

A    0,

(50)

1
q   sec h 2 (mt  n)  1.
2

(51)

Figure 14.  vs t

Figure 15. q vs t

The deceleration parameter q is always negative and its graph is shown in Figure 15. Thus,
this quintessence dark energy model represents dark energy star and it is contracting starting
with a maximum volume.
Case (vi) For  q   1, the integral Equation (44) has a solution
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(52)

and Equation (15) gives

A  B  C 

e at,

(53)

where, a is a positive constant. Thus, the required metric (2) is

ds 2  dt 2  e2at (dx 2  dy 2  dz 2 ) .

(54)

This is the Bianchi type I cosmological model with dark energy (quintessence) in Bimetric
theory of gravitation for q  1 which has volumetric exponential expansion. The volume

V and scale factors A, B and C obey exponential laws. At t  0, they admit value one and
increasing exponentially as t increases and goes to infinity, when t  . This shows that
model starts with nonzero volume and nonzero scale factors and the volume and the scale
factors are exponentially increasing as t increases and admit infinite values at later stages.
The Hubble parameter H and its directional’s H1 , H 2 , H 3 are

H  H1  H 2 

H 3  a.

(55)

The energy density  q and the pressure pq corresponds in this model (55) are

 q   pq  c4 (constant).

(56)

The physical parameters  , A,  and q admits the values
  3a, A    0, q  1.

(57)

It is seen that the model has a constant rate of expansion forever. The density  q and pressure

pq of the matter for q  1 are constant right from the beginning. The scalar expansion 
admits a constant value which supports the uniform expansion. Anisotropic parameter A and
shear  admit zero values show that the model is isotropize in all directions without shear.
The deceleration parameter q is q  1 shows the model has accelerating phase forever and
there is no decelerating phase. It is noted that although we consider the model with matter of
perfect fluid and dark energy (quintessence), for q  1 there is no role of perfect fluid, and
the geometry of the model is fully based on quintessence.
4.2. Chaplygin gas model
Let us now consider the case when the dark energy is represented by Chaplygin gas. In this
model, we have

https://digitalcommons.pvamu.edu/aam/vol11/iss1/12
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pC  


,
C

(58)

in which  is constant.
From Equation (20) of conservation of energy momentum and the above condition (58), we
write the values of density  c and pressure pc as

1

C 

V2

pC 



  ,


1

(59)

,

(60)

 

V2

where 1 is the constant of integration.
The differential Equation (16) in view of density  C (Equation (59)) and pressure pc
(Equation (60)), we have
d  V 2 
  
dt  V 2 


 2c
48   21
V







V .
2
V 1   V 


1

(61)

For the sake of simplicity, choose 1  0. So the above Equation (61) has the form
2

 dV 

  lV  0,
 dt 

(62)

which has a solution

V  4l t 2 ,

(63)

where l  96 c1 (constant).
From Equation (15) and (63), we get

A  B  C  (4lt 2 )1 3 .

(64)

The line element (2) has the form

ds 2  dt 2  (4lt 2 )2 3 (dx 2  dy 2  dz 2 ) .
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This is the Bianchi type I cosmological model with Chaplygin gas in bimetric theory of
gravitation. The volume and scale factors of the model are in power law expansion. At t  0,
the volume V and scale factors A, B, C are zero and they increase with increases in time t
and tend to infinity, as t  0 . This shows that the model has volumetric power law expansion
starting with zero volume and zero scale factors and volume and scale factors increasing with
time t and approaches infinity at later stage of time t.
The Hubble parameter H and its directional’s are

H  H1  H 2  H 3  2 / 3t .

(66)

The energy density  C and pressure pC are given by

C   pc   , (constant)

(67)

  2 / t , A    0 , q  1/ 2.

(68)

and

The Hubble parameter H and its direction H1 , H 2 and H 3 are inversely proportional to time
t. At t  0, they admit infinite values and when t  , they admit zero values. This shows
that the model has infinite rate of expansion in the beginning and the rate of expansion is zero
at later a stage. In this Chaplygin gas model, the energy density  c and pressure pc admit the
constant values forever which shows that this dark energy chaplygin gas model has uniform
density and pressure. The scalar expansion  is inversely proportional to time t , and has
similar features as that of the Hubble parameter H . Anisotropic parameter A and the shear 
attain the zero values which shows the model is isotropize without shear. The isotropize
nature of the model is also supported by the zero value of t    /  . The deceleration
parameter, q appears with positive value 1/2. This shows that the model has decelerating
expansion always and there is no chance of accelerating expansion in this Chaplygin gas
model.
ratio

5. Summary
1.

As related to perfect fluid, quintessence and Chaplygin gas dark energy, the three
different “Bianchi type I cosmological model in bimetric theory of gravitation” have
been deduced.

2.

The perfect fluid models corresponding to   1 / 3 (radiating) and   1 (stiff matter) are
hyperbolic geometric in nature. The perfect fluid model correspondence to   0 (dust)
does not exist.

3.

All the physical matters in these perfect fluid models obey the graph of hyperbolic
geometric functions and therefore their natures have been studied from hyperbolic
geometric view point.
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4.

These perfect fluid models have volumetric hyperbolic expansion.

5.

These perfect fluid models are isotropize in nature without shear.

6.

These perfect fluid models are highly accelerating and acceleration of the model goes on
increasing as time t is increasing and has the constant acceleration at later stages of time
t.

7.

The quintessence model does not exist for q  0.

8.

The dark energy quintessence model for q  1 / 3, represents dark energy star. In the
beginning, the model attains the maximum volume and the volume slows down and
approaches zero at a later stage.

9.

For  q  1 / 3, in this dark energy quintessence model, the density  q is an increasing
function of time t and the pressure pq is a decreasing function of time t and model starts
with matter with nonzero density.

10. In this model with q  1, a negative rate of expansion shows this dark energy
quintessence is contracting. The contraction of the model is also supported by the nature
of the scalar expansion  which is negative, and the behavior of its volume which is
decreasing continuously.
11. For q  1, the dark energy quintessence model has volumetric exponential expansion
which starts with nonzero volume and nonzero scale factors and they are increasing
exponentially with increasing time and admits zero value at a later stage.
12. This dark energy quintessence model for q  1 has constant rate of expansion and it
has uniform density and pressure of the matter.
13. This model for q  1 has uniform expansion and has accelerating phase forever and
there is no chance of a decelerating phase in the model.
14. In both quintessence models (48) and (55) corresponding to  q  1 / 3 and q  1,
there is no shear and the models are isotropize in nature. It is also seen that there is no
role of perfect fluid and the geometry of these two models is fully based on quintessence.
15. The Chaplygin gas models have been investigated and it is given by Equation (66) and it
has volumetric power law expansion starting with zero volume and zero scale factors.
16. This Chaplygin gas model has infinite rate of expansion in the beginning and rate of
expansion is zero at a later stage.
17. The Chaplygin gas model has uniform density and pressure.
18. The model is isotropize and shear-less in the Chaplygin gas case. The isotropize of this
model also supports the zero value of ratio  /  . This Chaplygin gas model has
decelerating expansion and there is no accelerating expansion in the model.
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6. Conclusion
Three different Bianchi type-I cosmological models corresponding to perfect fluid, with
quintessence and with Chaplygin gas, in Bimetric theory of gravitation have been deduced.
The perfect fluid model has hyperbolic geometry and all its physical parameters are also
hyperbolic in nature and therefore they have been studied from a hyperbolic geometric view
point. The dark energy quintessence model, for  q  1 / 3 is contracting in nature and for

q  1, the model is expanding. The chaplygin gas model has volumetric power law
expansion. All these models are isotropize and shear-less. Other geometrical and physical
behaviors of the models have been studied. The hyperbolic geometric view point of the
models will be helpful to the people of observational data to search such type of geometry.
It is interesting to extend this work for spherical symmetric, cylindrical symmetric, planer
symmetric as well as restricted class of a axial stellar system, in our future plan.
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